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brihat jataka (translation: brihat jataka, brihatsamhita) is the samhita or the treatise composed by varaha mihira on astronomy, astrology, nakshatras, planetary movements and nakshatra constellation are to be considered as main subjects mentioned in this treatise. this treatise is a part of indian astrology and is said to be the oldest treatise on astronomy in any indian language. this treatise is, however, of late, considered to be a compilation of earlier material from the brahmanical and native astronomy and, therefore, is still being discussed widely, rudramohan dasa. retrieved 26 october 2012. these methods have been used to predict the future based on
the positions of planets at the time of birth. this is our belief and that of the entire indian astrology community. brihat jataka begins with a 7 chapter introduction called brihati katyayani, or 'the introduction of the brihati'. the brihati katyayani is an introduction to the brihati jataka, and it establishes the author as the venerable mihira. the bhasmala and title page of the brihati jataka was done by k.t. kuppaipati, who called himself as soora, but also called him as the priest of the sammata jyotishaya at talaculkur, a nearby town. on the title page of the brihati jataka we see that the date is indicated as "10th year of the vikrama-ii era, 9th year of the maurya

period, 5th year of the harsha-ii era, according to the sanskrit era. the eleventh day of the month of kartika, the beginning of the month of mala'. he mentions a colophon of 5th year of harsha-ii era (250ce) as the year in which the book was made available. he mentions a colophon of 5th year of harsha-ii era (250ce) as the year in which the book was made available.
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